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FACT SHEET: Urgent international action needed to address junta’s crimes
The UN Security Council must take concrete action to address the junta’s widespread
and systematic, and increasingly frequent and severe, attacks on civilians in Burma.




The Security Council called for accountability in its
29 December 2021 press statement. 1
Accountability is precisely what is needed: the
Security Council must adopt a resolution referring
the junta’s crimes to the International Criminal
Court; and the Security Council and other UN
bodies must act to achieve accountability and urge
ASEAN to work with the UN.
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The widespread and systematic nature of junta troops’ massacres and other atrocity crimes suggest
that they are not isolated incidents, but rather reflect orders from the junta’s highest levels.



In ethnic States, the junta increased conflict with ethnic armed organizations (EAOs), and it relied
on its Border Guard Forces (BGFs) and other aligned ethnic militias to fight EAOs. In urban and
non-EAO-controlled areas, the junta engaged in asymmetrical warfare with civilian resistance
groups, applying traditional battlefield tactics to urban environments.



Junta security forces (military and police) have committed war crimes and crimes against humanity,
and violated international humanitarian law and numerous Security Council resolutions (e.g., 2601,
2573, 2535, 2475, and 2467).3 They have shelled and torched villages; targeted civilian objects
such as churches, schools, and hospitals; attacked health and humanitarian aid workers; used
civilians as porters and human shields; tortured and killed detainees; raped women; and committed
perfidy. They have killed at least 2,164 civilians,4 and arrested over 11.000.5

Junta troops have destroyed food stores and blocked humanitarian aid:


1

On 10 June, in Moe Bye, Pekon Township (Shan), junta forces burned 80 sacks of rice and medical
supplies meant for IDPs.6 In July, it was reported that the junta was only allowing around 450kg of
rice—not enough to feed residents—to enter Mindat (Chin State) each day, despite the existence
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of a ceasefire and an agreement allowing vehicles to bring food into Mindat. 7 In December, Human
Rights Watch condemned the junta’s recent travel restrictions for humanitarian workers, blocks on
access roads and aid convoys, and destruction of non-military supplies.8
The junta intentionally deprived people of oxygen, and targeted doctors and health workers:


At the height of the third wave of COVID-19 in Burma, the junta ordered that oxygen be denied to
clinics and ordinary citizens; doctors accused the junta of funneling supplies to military hospitals;
and several incidents were reported of soldiers forcibly confiscating oxygen from charities. 9 By
November, junta forces had arrested at least 284 healthcare workers and killed 31; WHO figures
show that in 2021 Burma was one of the most dangerous countries in the world for health workers.10

The junta committed massacres and atrocities, including the following incidents:


In July, junta troops killed at least 40 people in Kani Township (Sagaing Region), with many of the
bodies showing clear signs of torture. Earlier in the month, over 10,000 people had fled Kani
because of junta raids in which soldiers robbed villagers, laid landmines, stole and destroyed
property, and dumped insecticides into water reservoirs, poisoning water supplies.11



In early September, the junta terrorized civilians in Thantlang Township (Chin State) by firing guns
and heavy artillery, both indiscriminately and aimed at Thantlang town, 12 before stationing 200
soldiers in the town and commencing daily fly-overs. 13 On 17 September, junta forces killed a
Baptist pastor and cut off his finger to take his wedding ring. 14 On 19 September, junta forces
opened fire on the town with heavy weapons and artillery, burning down 19 houses and causing
8,000 residents to flee. 15 Thantlang was still a ghost town on 29 October, when junta forces
destroyed more than 160 of its 2,000 homes. Two churches and a building attached to a third caught
fire, as did several local civil society organization offices and a Save the Children office.16



On 7 December, in Salingyi Township (Sagaing Region), junta troops bound 11 civilians, including
five children aged 14–17, and tortured them before burning them alive.17 The body of a twelfth victim
was found the following day, with a gaping knife wound in her neck, just 50 feet (15 meters) from
the ashes of those the junta burned.18



On 12 December, in Gaung Kwe, Myaung Township (Sagaing Region), junta troops killed and
burned five people, including one reported as having a cognitive disability.19



On 24 December, junta forces captured at least 37 men, women, and children fleeing conflict in
Moso village, Hpruso Township (Karenni State), tied the victims’ hands behind their backs, placed
them in cars, and then torched the vehicles, burning them to death. The troops also killed four
Karenni BGF members who attempted to stop them.20 Save the Children confirmed that two of its
staff, traveling home from a humanitarian mission, were among those killed. 21



On 7–9 January, a local resistance group found the dead bodies of 10 male civilians, including a
13-year-old child, in Matupi Township (Chin State). The victims were among 11 villagers abducted
by junta troops while traveling between villages on 6–7 January, and were used as human shields
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before the troops killed them. The 13-year-old boy was found with his throat slit; others showed
injuries from being hit with rifle butts, slashed, cut, and shot. Several bodies had been stripped
naked and had their mouths covered. The 11th villager had not been found at the time of reporting.22
The junta unleashed air strikes on civilian communities across the country:


In the second half of December, junta forces conducted repeated air strikes around Lay Kay Kaw
(Karen State), displacing around 10,000 civilians, around half into Thailand. 23 Air strikes in Karen
State on 27 March 2021, coinciding with Burma’s Armed Forces Day, marked the military’s first air
assaults in Karen State in 25 years;24 that offensive in Hpapun left 83,000 people displaced.25



On 8 January 2022, junta forces began air strikes in Loikaw, the capital of Karenni State, displacing
around 40,000 civilians.26 Even before the air strikes began, over half of Karenni State’s 300,000
residents were displaced.27 On 16–17 January, junta jets bombed an IDP camp in nearby Hpruso
Township, killing a child, three medical workers, and two other civilians. 28

Heightened risk of atrocity crimes:


The junta has armed and relied upon paramilitary Pyu Saw Htee groups, which have terrorized and
killed civilians, actively distributed misinformation, raided villages, and torched properties.



Unprecedented casualty rates (over 2,000 just in September–October 2021),29 defections (at least
8,000 as of 1 December),30 and growing internal discontent31 have hit the junta hard. In a desperate
attempt to maintain troop numbers, the junta has recalled veterans and subjected troops' wives
and children to military trainings.32 These moves violate international law, Burma’s human rights
commitments, and Security Council resolutions.
Nationwide crackdown, crimes against humanity
The junta has committed numerous crimes against humanity, including murder, enforced disappearance,
torture, sexual violence, severe deprivation of liberty, and other inhumane acts. Human Rights Watch said that
the nature of the junta’s broad-based and frequently consistent response reflected regime policy rather than
the actions of individual security personnel.
Junta forces used lethal battlefield tactics and weapons against peaceful protesters in several cities. On 9 April,
Light Infantry Division (LID) 77 and other junta units killed at least 82 demonstrators in Bago. On 5 December,
junta soldiers opened fire on and rammed a truck into anti-junta demonstrators in Yangon Region, killing at
least five civilians. Colonel Naing Bo Bo from Infantry Battalion 82, the officer who organized the ramming
attack, was later honored for his “brave services and heroism” by junta leader Min Aung Hlaing.
They have also tortured detainees nationwide in a methodical and systemic way, mostly in military compounds.
LID 99, which spearheaded the 2017 crackdown on the Rohingya, tortured nine villagers from Kani Township
(Sagaing Region) on 19 June. The junta turned Mandalay Palace into a torture center and subjected detainees
in Yangon’s notorious Insein Prison to physical violence. On 19 December, 89 inmates were severely beaten,
put into solitary confinement, and reportedly denied medical treatment. Women in junta custody are frequently
subjected to sexual assault and other forms of psychological and physical abuse.
Human Rights Watch (31 Jul 2021) Myanmar: Coup Leads to Crimes Against Humanity; Amnesty International (11 Mar
2021) Myanmar: Vast arsenal and notorious troops deployed during nationwide ‘killing spree’ protest crackdown – new
research; Washington Post (25 Aug 2021) Anatomy of a crackdown; Myanmar Now (5 Dec 2021) Regime troops ram into
protesters, killing at least five; Irrawaddy (6 Jan 2022) Yangon Vehicle Ramming Commander Honored by Myanmar Junta
Leader; Associated Press (28 Oct 2021) Myanmar military uses systematic torture across country; Myanmar Now (13 Jul
2021) Locals find bodies in forest after 15 men ‘massacred’ in Sagaing Region; Myanmar Now (3 Jan 2022) Fresh
evidence emerges of brutal torture of prisoners inside Mandalay Palace; Myanmar Now (14 Dec 2021) Dozens of Insein
Prison inmates beaten, put in solitary confinement after protest, lawyers say; Myanmar Now (14 Dec 2021) Dozens of
Insein Prison inmates beaten, put in solitary confinement after protest, lawyers say
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All countries—including Russia, China, India, Ukraine, and Belarus—and businesses
must stop providing weapons to the junta.


On 18 June, the UN General Assembly adopted a non-binding resolution, calling upon “all Member
States to prevent the flow of arms into Burma,”33 with 119 countries supporting the resolution and
only one country—Belarus—voting against it. While a Security Council resolution calling for a global
arms embargo is still needed to halt the flow of arms to the military, two of the Security Council’s
permanent members—China and Russia—are Burma’s top arms suppliers.



Among those that abstained from the resolution were top arms dealers to Burma:
o

China sold USD 1.3 billion worth of military equipment to Burma over 2010–2019, and sales
and deliveries appear to have continued since 1 February 2021. 34 On 15 December, the Burma
Air Force commissioned multiple Chinese-licensed K-8W trainer jets that were manufactured
in Burma, and two light transport planes manufactured in China. 35 On 24 December, the Burma
Navy commissioned a second-hand Ming-class submarine.36

o

Russia sold USD 807 million worth of equipment over 2010–2019, and expressed willingness
to strengthen cooperation with the junta on several occasions in 2021. Days before the
attempted coup began, Russia agreed to supply Burma with surface-to-air missile systems,
surveillance drones, and radar equipment. 37 On 23 July, the head of Russia's military
cooperation agency stated that the country would supply the regime with SU-30 fighter jets.38
On 15 December, the Burma Air Force commissioned six Russian-made Yak-130 fighter jets.39

o

India holds over 51% of arms manufacturer Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL), which sent a remotecontrolled weapon station to the junta via Mega Hill General Trading, a private military
contractor based in Burma, in July 2021.40 This sale followed at least seven shipments of mainly
radar technology in February and March 2021. 41 Technology shared by French company
Thales has likely been transmitted to the regime through BEL, in violation of EU sanctions. 42



Ukraine voted in favor of the General Assembly resolution but allowed arms exports and technology
transfers to continue after 1 February 2021. In February, Motor Sich, a major manufacturer of
engines for aircraft and missiles, shipped mechanical parts to Sky Aviator, a private supplier for the
Burma military. In May, state-owned arms manufacturer Ukroboronservice shipped aircraft parts to
Yatanarpon Aviation, a company headed by the son of a former junta member. Ukraine state-owned
companies and the Burma military reportedly took steps before February 2021 to establish a joint
armored personnel carrier and tank factory in Burma; it is unclear whether the factory has begun
production.43



Burma accounted for 13% of Belarus’ arms exports over 2014–2018. On 10 February 2021, an IL62 cargo plane belonging to Belarusian cargo carrier Rada Airlines was seen at Yangon Airport,
and assumed to be importing weapons into Burma from third countries. Rada was allowed to
transport dangerous goods in Serbia, a known supplier of the Burma military,44 until March 2021.45



On 15 December, the junta commissioned a French-made ATR 72-600 medium transport aircraft
and one AS365N2 Dauphin multi-purpose helicopters despite EU sanctions on arms sales. 46 Given
the Burma military’s history of bypassing arms controls through private brokers and crony-run
businesses, sanctions related to entities involved in military procurement are crucial to stop the flow
of arms to the junta.
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